2019 ADVANCED RIDE CAMPS

Camp Overview
This a co- ed camp for kids ages 12 - 16 who are strong intermediate to advanced riders looking to expand
their skill and explore new terrain. Along with riding more of the advanced trails Whistler has to offer, we
will be venturing out to Pemberton and Squamish to explore their amazing network of single track!
Detailed Itinerary will be provided closer to camp dates.
Cost $389 **includes transportation fees
Program Dates/Times
July 15 - 19, 2019
July 29 - Aug 2, 2019
**Camp runs Monday – Friday from 9am – 3pm. Days may go slightly longer when travelling to Squamish &
Pemberton
Skill & Fitness Requirements
Wondering if this camp is the right fit for your son or daughter? Things to consider before registering:
•

Your child should be able to ride a variety of single track, ascending and descending. This is
inclusive but not exclusive to terrain that could be steep, have tight trees, mud, loose rocks and
sand on trails that are considered more difficult. It is also inclusive but not exclusive to terrain
that could have technical features such as rock rolls, steeper chutes and small drops (12 – 24”).
Your child does not have to be a “pro” at riding this terrain, but they do need to be
comfortable with the challenge and looking to progress.

•

Your child should be comfortable with being on their bikes for extended periods. This means being
able to sustain longer climbs, and descents and doing it multiple times. Think of how Enduro races
are staged, WITHOUT the race part. Days will be spent riding many different trails, which mean
multiple climbs.

If your still unsure if this camp is right for your son or daughter or have any other questions, please do not
hesitate to contact the camp director, Samantha White at camps@worca.com

